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*Originally an affordable pottery popular with middle class America - now a top collectible category with pieces selling for $100 - $11,000 at auction This highly sought after collectible pottery was
affordable and plentiful in its heyday, and inside this comprehensive Roseville reference you'll
discover all the details needed to make the most of your collecting, whether you're a seasoned
collector or just getting started in the hobby. With 1,800 color photos, an introduction to Roseville,
history of the company, updated market report and a compendium outlining proper procedure for
caring for the pottery it's clear this guide is unmatched in depth of data.
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July 5th 2007. Another "overview" book from Warman's. It states updated prices, but there are only
prices for what is shown. I'm not sure how useful updated prices would be when you need a price
on a piece not included in the book. There are some Roseville lines that are not included.On the
other hand, the photography is the best. The colors and details are amazing, which would make it a
great coffee table book or gift.For collectors; The Bomm book (2004), Mollring's 11th edition book
(2006)(B&W pics only), Bassett's Prices book, Bassett's Introducing book and Bassett's
Understanding book are the most comprehensive.

Good information about Roseville history. Lots of colored pictures and prices. I liked that it gave

numerous pictures of the many Roseville lines such as the Futura and Moderne lines which I am
particularly found of. I recommend it to the Roseville enthusiasts.Elle

This book is very nice. All Warmans books are well detailed and put together so you get a lot of
information. However, this book does not include all the sizes and contours of the pieces that were
made. I definitely recommend this book.

As a beginner collector of Roseville pottery, I found this book incredibly informative and full of
hundreds of beautiful and detailed photographs of Roseville's many collections. I would highly
recommend this book to anyone collecting Roseville pottery. Not only does it help you learn how to
identify authentic Roseville from fakes, but also lets you see the many pieces that are available in
each collection, making it easier to decide which pieces you would most like to search for and
purchase. The pricing guide is also extremely helpful.

I was told that this Warman's reference book is one of the best and I have to agree. Beautiful
photos, information on all the patterns, patterns that I never dreamed of are there. From old to new,
expensive to reasonably priced. Anyone interested in the history of Roseville pottery or interested in
knowing how to judge value when purchasing will find this book a great reference and help.

Book is great with 286 beautiful pages of color pictures. There is a lot of history about Roseville
Pottery. The only thing I would suggest is that on groupings of items the identification number were
placed under each piece. Over all, I am enjoying the book verr

Very informative and interesting. It included the history of the pottery, patterns, backstamps and
price guides in an easy to read format. It is organized and concise, being neither too long or too
short. Every collector of Roseville should own this book.

This book has a lot of beautiful pictures, which are especially helpful to a beginning collector, but it
is far, far from inclusive. It does seem to cover all the patterns, but it certainly does not picture all the
styles of those patterns. Nor does it give values of those NOT pictured. I may have missed it when I
ordered the book, but the one I got was publishd in 2007, so the prices that are given are a tad out
of date.
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